Sullivan Wants Zoning Change To Permit Industrial Site Over River

A proposal to zone some forty acres of Charles River bottom-fund for an industrial complex is meeting stiff resistance in Cambridge.

Cambridge resident John Sullivan is presently attempting to have the area zoned as an industrial site. His proposal calls for a two-story industrial building, office buildings, and other similar enterprises. Tentative plans call for 12 acres of land, rather for the area.

However, many have voiced strong disapproval to Sullivan's proposal. Property owners of the Cambridge City Council meeting, said that the entire "neighborhood" be kept purely residential. Two members believed the matter should be referred to the Municipal Planning Commission and the Com- mittee of Mass. MTT's. Vice President Philip Holdredge is a form-

Our Nation's Defense

Reactor Will Be Operative Soon

In view of the recent interest in nuclear physics by Prof. Iannakieff and Prof. Chamberlin, who besides the director of the school, is the coordinator of the project, it is likely that the construction of a reactor will begin. In his book "Physical Strength vs. Intellectual Progress Cited In US-SSSR Study" the author states that "the Soviets are ahead in the field of power and propulsion research." This is a misconception to believe that the Soviets are at the forefront of all scientific developments.

This statement was made in the winter of 1950, and is still valid. Since then, the Soviets have made significant advances in nuclear physics, and have built a number of reactors.

Physical Strength Vs. Intellectual Progress Cited In US-SSSR Study

For insight into the Soviet system, the result of work recently published by MIT's center for Intel- ligence, measurement, and evaluation, "Soviet Education and the USSR's Participation in the World Economy," is worth reading. The book presents a detailed analysis of the Soviet educational system, and its role in the country's economic development.

The book's author, Dr. Yuri Rodionov, is a leading expert in the field of Soviet education and economics. His work provides valuable insights into the country's educational system, and its impact on the economy.

Finalists Named For Ugliest Man Contest; Pennies Mean Vote

Voting for the Ugliest Man on Campus will begin Monday, announce sponsors for the contest. Finalists for the title are B. D. Baker, winner of WBRS last Friday; and John "B. B. King" of the band B-52's.

The contest, which began two weeks ago, will continue until Friday, December 13. The final contest will be held on Tuesday, December 10.

Some of the projects for MIT's reactors will be the study of nuclear fission, the fission of atomic nuclei, and the study of medical and industrial applications of nuclear energy. The projects will be performed in collaboration with the MIT research laboratories and the Department of Nuclear Engineering.

ROTC To Go

A report on compulsory ROTC, prepared by Dean Burchard, has been introduced in Congress. The report is now under scrutiny by faculty and administrative officials.

Details of the report are not yet available, but it has been hinted that the program will be expanded and improved upon. The extension of the program will include the establishment of a ROTC center on each campus, and the addition of ROTC to all existing military training programs.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us. We are always looking for feedback and ideas on how to improve this newsletter.